
THE POLITICAL HOTBED OF NATION: A LOOK @ PARTIES

DID 
YOU
KNOW?

The magnificent Red Fort, which defines the might of
Delhi, used to be white initially. According to a survey
conducted for archaeology-related research, the fort was
made of limestone and when the stone started to wither
away, the British painted it red to preserve it. 

2010 Commonwealth Games held in Delhi was the most
expensive – it hasn’t been beaten by any country yet

Why is Delhi called Lutyens Delhi?
The capital was designed by British architect Edwin
Lutyens as well as Sir Herbert Baker. The city is known as
Lutyens Delhi to honour his personal contribution

Delhi was surrounded by 14
gates. Only five still stand.
Kashmere Gate, built in
1835, by Robert Smith is
the city’s northernmost
gate. Ajmeri Gate built in
1644 is directed towards
Ajmer. Lahori Gate is the
main entrance to Red Fort.
Delhi Gate is also an
entrance to the fort.
Turkman Gate (13th C) is
located in Shahjahanabad

You can find the largest number of bird species here, after NairobiDelhi has over 50 fire brigade stations with
over 3,000 fire fighters on call every day

Looking
for unusual facts on

Delhi? Here’s one for you, New
Delhi and Delhi are two different
places altogether. While New Delhi
served as the capital of the country,

Delhi was more a city within which
New Delhi was a ‘territory’ designed

by the British when it shifted its
coffers from erstwhile capital

Calcutta to Delhi. As Delhi heads
for polls in February, 

let’s visit Delhi

The British shifted the capital from Kolkata to
Delhi way back in 1911–12!
Seen below is the ‘Capture of the Kashmere Gate,
Delhi. A scence from the Indian Mutiny of 1857
Engraving from 1858.’ Getty image

As the largest commercial centre in the country, it
has 1,440,000 people go to work every day!

Delhi’s entire public transport system
uses CNG or compressed natural gas
as its fuel

In all of India, Delhi has the
largest number of automobile
registrations

Delhi Metro, which
covers a distance
of nearly 277 km,
is one of the
largest networks
in the world.
According to Delhi
Metro’s official
website, it has
helped in keeping
away around
seven lakh 
vehicles from the
streets of Delhi

Indira Gandhi International Airport is one of the busiest in  South Asia. It sees
hundreds of flights taking off and landing every day

Sanitation is clearly
on everyone’s mind in
the capital as Delhi
has the only
International Toilet
Museum in India.

Completed in 1986,
Lotus Temple in Delhi
is the only place of
worship of the Baha’i
community in South
Asia. 

Of the 14 original gates in the walled city of
old Delhi, five can still be seen in their old
glory

Khari Baoli in Delhi is one of the largest spice
market in Asia 

After Eden Gardens in Kolkata,
Arun Jaitley Stadium in Delhi is
the oldest in our country

The Qutub Minar
in Delhi is the
tallest brick
minaret in the
world and also
one of the most
visited tourist
spots
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